FROM OUR BOARD CHAIR

OUR MISSION

Here we are again, the start of another new year and 2019 was certainly a
whirlwind of one. Those of you that attended the member meeting last year
might recall a lot of goals being presented. One of those goals was to fund and
hire an actual executive director. This is something that we’ve struggled with
for a number of years now and still do to this day. Regardless of that stumbling
block we’ve continued on our mission to Recycle- Reclaim- Empower.
Every year we gather numbers for various things and in 2019 we’ve managed to
increase a lot of those numbers. We saw more volunteer hours, increased the
number of volunteers, reclaimed more bikes and recycled so much more than
ever before. In contrast, one thing that we did see drop slightly was our membership numbers.
Last year I put out a challenge for people to get involved and to do more, this
year we need to dig even deeper and continue on that challenge. That means
that any time and any skill that you can bring to benefit Key City Bike we appreciate it and we definitely need it. Being a member and encouraging others
to join is a great way to start helping out. We want to see those member stickers and shirts out in the community spreading the good name and mission of
KCB.
Volunteers is something I can’t stress enough. We are always needing more
volunteers and even small contributions of time can lead to big results. Thanks
for supporting Key City Bike and let’s get out there and ride.
Brian Gosewisch, Board Chair - Key City Bike

RECYCLE. RECLAIM. EMPOWER.

OUTREACH - PROGRAMMING & EVENTS
MONTHLY
Sunset Cruise - Group rides to watch the sunset at a new spot each month
Chilly Willy Ride - Group rides to encourage biking throughout winter months
ANNUALLY
WheelWorks - Bike inspired art exhibition
Member Meeting - Board elections and updates for the members
Summer Solstice S240 - Overnight bike-camping near Mankato
Cranksgiving - Bicycle scavenger hunt to collect food for local food banks
Volunteer Appreciation Party - A way to thank our volunteers
EDUCATION
Maintenance Classes- Basic bike maintenance taught by pro bike mechanics

Key City Bike is a 501(c)3 nonprofit, volunteer run,
community bike space aiming to:
- Educate community members about cycling and
bike mechanics.
- Provide a safe and positive workspace for
anyone to fix their bicycle.
- Reduce environmental impact by up-cycling and
recycling donated bicycles and parts.
- Expand bike culture.
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